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Abstract. Effective vectorization is becoming increasingly important
for high performance and energy efficiency on processors with wide SIMD
units. Compilers often require programmers to identify opportunities
for vectorization, using directives to disprove data dependences. The
OpenMP 4.x SIMD directives strive to provide portability. We investi-
gate the ability of current compilers (GNU, Clang, and Intel) to generate
SIMD code for microbenchmarks that cover common patterns in scien-
tific codes and for two kernels from the VASP and the MOM5/ERGOM
application. We explore coding strategies for improving SIMD perfor-
mance across different compilers and platforms (IntelR© XeonR© proces-

sor and IntelR© Xeon Phi
TM

(co)processor). We compare OpenMP* 4.x
SIMD vectorization with and without vector data types against SIMD
intrinsics and C++ SIMD types. Our experiments show that in many
cases portable performance can be achieved. All microbenchmarks are
available as open source as a reference for programmers and compiler
experts to enhance SIMD code generation.

1 Introduction

On modern CPUs, effective use of SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) is
essential to approach peak performance. Data parallelism is achieved with a com-
bination of multiple threads and increasingly-wide SIMD units. On the Intel R©

Xeon Phi
TM

(co)processor, for instance, the 8-wide double-precision SIMD units
can provide up to one order of magnitude higher performance per core. Exploit-
ing SIMD for codes with complex control flow, leading to masking and execution
overhead, can be difficult. In some cases, unleashing the full performance poten-
tial of computational loops can require expertise in language interfaces, compiler
features, and microarchitecture.

Thankfully, the community is converging on a vectorization standard, in
OpenMP 4.x, that eases the programming burden. Just as OpenMP has his-
torically provided a way for users to direct execution to be parallelized across
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threads, it now provides ways to parallelize across SIMD lanes by means of com-
piler directives. The latter are necessary to disambiguate dependences among
loop iterations and communicate vectorization opportunities to the compiler.
Our analysis shows that it can yield effective results.

This paper assesses the SIMD capabilities of the current GNU, Clang, and
Intel compilers and makes the following contributions: (1) We show limitations
of compiler-driven SIMD code generation, and (2) propose coding strategies
both to remedy SIMD vectorization issues and to gain SIMD performance in a
portable way using OpenMP 4.x. (3) We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
SIMD coding strategies for microbenchmarks and two real-world kernels from
the VASP and MOM5/ERGOM application.

2 Related Work

The development of techniques to transform (sequential) loop structures into
parallelized constructs became a major concern with the arrival of vector and
array computer systems in the 1980s. Parafrase [1], KAP [2,3], PFC [4], and
VAST [5] are well-known examples of source code transformation tools at that
time. To our knowledge, most of the work targets the transformation of complex
loop structures into SIMD code, resulting in alternatives to standard compilers.
Our approach, however, is to follow a set of SIMD coding schemes that lever-
age standards and foster portability across compilers. EXPAND [6] is a research
compiler which implements an expansion approach. It targets a whole C func-
tion which is semantically transformed by replacing operators and operands with
their SIMD equivalents. For twelve intrinsic functions of the GNU math library,
speedups range from 2x to 11x on a PowerPC G5. Scout [7] is a configurable
C source-to-source translator that generates code with SIMD intrinsics. Vec-
torization and other optimizations take place at the level of the syntax tree
generated by the Clang parser. After basic optimizations, e. g., function inlining,
the unroll-and-jam technique is applied to vectorize the loop body. For selected
CFD kernels, speedups range from 1.5x to 4x on 8 AVX SIMD lanes (Sandy
Bridge). Unlike EXPAND and Scout, our vectorization strategy, which includes
the expansion step as well, further includes vectorization of nested loops and deep
calling trees, as we demonstrate using the VASP and the MOM5/ERGOM codes.
Furthermore, our strategy applies high-level code transformations to achieve
portability across platforms and applicability across programming languages.
The Whole-Function Vectorization (WFV) algorithm [8] transforms a scalar
function into multiple parallel execution paths using SIMD instructions. WFV
can provide a language- and platform-independent code transformation at the
level of the LLVM IR. In a rendering system, they achieve up to 3.9x speedup
on 4 SIMD lanes.
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3 SIMD Vectorization

In this section, we show the impact of using different forms of the OpenMP
4.x constructs. Due to the considered architectures and for simplicity, we inter-
changeably use the terms SIMD vector and vector in the following.

3.1 Compiler and Library Support for SIMD Vectorization

No matter how aggressive compilers are at SIMD vectorization, they have fun-
damental theoretical limitations (cf. Rice’s Theorem [9]). Compilers perform
code analysis to disprove loop dependences [10,11], and attempt vectorization
only if code generation for SIMD-capable targets is selected, if aggressive opti-
mization levels are enabled, and if it is safe. We use the following configu-
rations: GNU GCC 5.3 and Clang 3.9 (from SVN repository) compiler: -O3

-ftree-vectorize -ffast-math -mavx2 -mfma; Intel 16.0.3 compiler: -O3

-fp-model fast=2 -xcore-avx2; for the Intel Xeon Phi (coprocessor) -mmic

(Knights Corner, KNC) and -xmic-avx512 (Knights Landing, KNL) is used
instead of -xcore-avx2, respectively. Optimizing math functions like exp and
sqrt is important since they often account for a significant fraction of computa-
tional time. Scalar versions of those functions are typically provided by system
math libraries like libm, and vector versions are commonly available in modern
compilers. They extend their scalar equivalents by using SIMD vectors rather
than scalars. Their semantics are mostly the same, except for error and exception
handling, and accuracy. The availability of such math vector functions depends
on the compiler and underlying architecture. The configurations used in this
paper are: GNU GCC 5.3 with libmvec (GLIBC 2.22) [12], and Intel compiler
16.0.3 with SVML (Short Vector Math Library) [13]. libmvec and SVML con-
tain different sets of vectorized math functions [14,15]. GCC restricts calls into
libmvec to within OpenMP SIMD constructs only, whereas the Intel Compiler
uses SVML for any vectorized code.

3.2 OpenMP 4.x SIMD Directives

If compilers fail in vectorizing loop bodies, programmers need to give additional
information to the compiler, e. g., by means of directives, which we call explicit
vectorization, or by going to the extreme of low-level programming using C
SIMD intrinsics, to override conservatism induced by language standards. If a
loop body contains calls to functions that the compiler cannot directly generate
SIMD code for (like libmvec or SVML), it has to fall back to invoking these
functions once per SIMD lane, and it must pack and unpack data into and out
of SIMD registers. Providing a SIMD-enabled function reduces calling overhead,
increases parallelism, and avoids path length increases, yielding better overall
performance. The OpenMP 4.x specification standardizes directives that are
consistently implemented across different compilers. The simd construct forces
loops to be vectorized, and the declare simd directive creates SIMD-enabled
functions, according to a well-defined ABI [16]. A simple example could be:
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#pragma omp declare simd simdlen(4) uniform(v)
double foo(double x,double v){return v+1.0/sqrt(x);}

void callsite(double∗ x,double∗ y,double v){
#pragma omp simd simdlen(4) aligned(x,y:32)
for(int i=0;i<N;i++)

y[i]=foo(x[i],v);}

The simd construct instructs the compiler to partition the set of iterations of
the loop into chunks of appropriate size so as to match with the SIMD capabili-
ties of the processor. With optional clauses, programmers can specify additional
properties and transformations of the loop code, e. g., privatization and reduc-
tions, that allow loop iterations to be executed independently in SIMD lanes.
In the example, we explicitly define the vector length to be four with clause
simdlen(4), and inform the compiler that both arrays x and y are already
aligned to 32 bytes.

The declare simd directive augments function definitions and function dec-
larations. Functions tagged with the directive are vectorized by promoting the
formal function arguments and the return value (if any) into vector arguments.
This was first introduced with Intel R© Cilk

TM
Plus, known as vector_variant

or vector attribute [17], but unlike OpenMP 4.x, it is not a standard. Program-
mers may override this behavior to retain scalar arguments that are broadcast to
fill a vector with clause uniform, or express loop-carried dependences that have
a linear progression with clause linear. That way, vectorizable loops can invoke
suitable vector versions of functions by passing vector registers as arguments.

Table 1 illustrates the effect of adding optional clauses to an OpenMP
SIMD (SIMD-enabled) function for our “simple” microbenchmark (see Sect. 5.1),
encapsulating the log function. As can be seen, giving the compiler more infor-
mation about the intended usage and properties of the function arguments helps
generate better vectorized code for the function. More information about the
full capabilities of the OpenMP 4.x SIMD feature can be found in [18].

Table 1. Gain over a reference execution of a SIMD function in the “simple”
microbenchmark.

Intel, AVX2 Intel, KNC

Reference 1.00x 1.00x

#pragma omp declare simd .. 1.50x 1.48x

.. simdlen(..) 2.03x 1.48x

.. simdlen(..) linear(..) 3.55x 4.15x

.. simdlen(..) linear(..) aligned(..) 3.95x 4.54x

4 Coding Strategies to Gain SIMD Performance

Our observation when writing code for execution on SIMD units is that compiler
capabilities vary dramatically when codes are not designed with SIMD in mind
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from the very beginning. It is obvious that programmers need a (portable) SIMD
coding scheme that different compilers can equally understand and generate code
for. In this paper, we focus on SIMD vectorization of functions or subroutines as
these are the most complex and complicated cases in getting performance. Our
premise is that any loop body can be viewed as an inlined call to a function that
contains the loop body:

for(int i=0;i<N;i++) for(int i=0;i<N;i++)
<loop_body> =⇒ loop_body_func(..)

void loop_body_func(..)
<function_body=loop_body>

In the following, our discussion focuses on the OpenMP 4.x declare simd con-
struct introduced in Sect. 3.2, which is simple to use for whole function vector-
ization. But it lacks a mechanism to explicitly switch back to scalar execution
within a SIMD function, e. g., when library calls are present. Furthermore, only
the GNU and Intel compiler currently support it. The latest Clang compiler,
version 3.9, ignores the directive. The next paragraphs describe how to work
around these issues.

(General) SIMD functions: To enhance what is provided by the simd declare

directive, and to potentially enable SIMD functions with the Clang compiler in
a way that also applies to Fortran code, we propose the following high-level code
transformation scheme, given a scalar definition of function foo:

(1) Define vector and mask data types, e. g.,
typedef struct{double x[SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64];}
vec_real64_t __attribute__((aligned(ALIGNMENT)));

typedef struct{bool x[SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64];}
mask_real64_t __attribute__((aligned(ALIGNMENT)));

where SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64 is a multiple of the hardware’s native
SIMD vector length or vector width.

(2) Replace all scalar function arguments by vector arguments for the SIMD
equivalent vfoo and introduce a masking argument m to allow calling vfoo

conditionally, e. g.,
void foo(double& x,double& y);
=⇒ void vfoo(vec_real64_t& x,vec_real64_t& y,mask_real64_t& m);

(3) Within vfoo, vector arguments are processed by extending foo’s function
body with a SIMD loop with the adjusted trip count. Accesses to scalar
arguments in foo are replaced by accessing the components of vfoo’s vector
arguments instead:
void foo(double& x,double& y){y=sqrt(x);}
=⇒ void vfoo(vec_real64_t& x,vec_real64_t& y,mask_real64_t& m){

#pragma omp simd
for(int ii=0;ii<SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64;ii++)

if(m.x[ii]==true) y.x[ii]=sqrt(x.x[ii]);}
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(4) At the call site, split the SIMD loop candidate into chunks of size
SIMDLEN_LOGI CAL_REAL64 by changing the loop increment accordingly,
and if necessary introduce a prolog and an epilog for vector un-/packing
after/before the call to vfoo, e. g.,
for(int i=0;i<N;i++) for(int i=0;i<N;i+=SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64){

foo(x[i],y[i]); =⇒ for(int ii=0;ii<SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64;ii++){
m.x[ii]=false;
if((i+ii)<N){m.x[ii]=true; vx.x[ii]=x[i+ii];}}

vfoo(vx,vy,m);
for(int ii=0;ii<SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64;ii++)

if(m.x[ii]==true) y[i+ii]=vy.x[ii];}

Splitting SIMD loops that are inside SIMD functions into parts enables mixing
vectorizable parts and unvectorizable serialized parts. The major differences with
explicit vectorization are (1) we use the “standard” omp simd on a for loop
over the vector length, (2) we use vector data types as arguments to a function
created from the loop body to enable nesting, and (3) we use masking to facilitate
conditional execution for branching and early exits. Hereafter, we refer to this
coding scheme as “enhanced explicit vectorization” to emphasize its distinction
to “explicit vectorization” with OpenMP 4.x SIMD functions.

Branching: SIMD execution with divergent control flow happens because of
branches whose predicates evaluate differently across the SIMD lanes. This can
be handled by using masked vector operations, if supported by the vector instruc-
tion set. Masks signal whether each SIMD lane is “active” or “inactive” for a
given execution. Control flow can also be handled with a sequence of consecu-
tive branches, and unmasked operations followed by blend operations. If more
than one branch is taken, the effective speedup due to SIMD execution reduces
with the costs and the number of the branches. Figure 1 illustrates the scalar
and SIMD execution of a loop containing an if-else branch. Throughout itera-
tions 0..3, both the if and the else branch is taken. Assuming they are equally
expensive, the speedup over scalar execution is at most 2x for these iterations.

Fig. 1. Scalar and SIMD vector execution of a loop containing an if-else branch
using 4 SIMD lanes. Lanes for which the vector mask is “inactive” are marked by
crosses.

Depending on the compiler’s strategy for handling conditional code execu-
tion, it can be meaningful to reduce vector masks beforehand to avoid unneces-
sary operations, e. g., “expensive” math calls. If, for instance, a predicate initi-
ating the execution of a code section evaluates to false on all SIMD lanes, the
entire section can be skipped:
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void vfoo(..,mask_real64_t& m_0){ // void foo(..){
bool true_for_any=false; mask_real64_t m_1=false; //
#pragma omp simd reduction(|:true_for_any) //
for(int ii=0;ii<SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64;ii++){ //

.. // ..
if(m_0.x[ii] && <pred(ii)>){ // if(<pred>)

true_for_any|=true; m_1.x[ii]=true;}} // <“expensive code section”>
if(true_for_any) // |

#pragma omp simd // |
for(int ii=0;ii<SIMDLEN_LOGICAL_REAL64;ii++) // |

if(m_1.x[ii]) <“expensive code section”> // <−−−−−−−+
..} // ..}

Local copies of frequently-accessed memory references: Loops containing frequent
access to the same memory reference(s) should be transformed such that memory
loads happen just once into SIMD lanes. These local copies then should be used
instead of referencing memory, thereby lowering the number of load operations
and potentially increasing the performance.

Arrays on SIMD lanes (SIMD function context): Local arrays with size [d] in the
scalar code need to be expanded to two-dimensional arrays of size [d][“SIMD
width”] in the SIMD case, where the first dimension is contiguous in main
memory. Unfortunately, the (Intel) compiler does not manage to optimize for
the desired data layout. Currently, the only high-level approach to solve that
issue is manual privatization of the array—Intel specific—or using the enhanced
explicit vectorization scheme:

(a) The compiler does not optimize for the desired data layout: scatter is gen-
erated.
#pragma omp declare simd #pragma omp declare simd
void foo(double& y){ void bar(double x[],int n){

double x[5]; for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
bar(x,5); x[i]=..;}
for(int i=0;i<5;i++)

y+=x[i];}

(b) Using “enhanced explicit vectorization:” it works out of the box.
void vfoo(vec_real64_t& y){ void vbar(vec_real64_t x[],int n){

vec_real64_t x[5]; for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
vbar(x,5); for(int ii=0;ii<SIMD..;ii++)
for(int i=0;i<5;i++) x[i].x[ii]=..;}

for(int ii=0;ii<SIMD..;ii++)
y.x[ii]+=x[i].x[ii];}

Loops on SIMD lanes: Loops within a SIMD context can be challenging to
optimize for an effective execution. If the loop trip count is a constant, each SIMD
lane performs the same number of loop iterations causing no load imbalances
across the lanes. If it is not, and the loop terminates differently from lane to lane,
SIMD utilization might be worse. One solution to that issue is implementing
dynamic SIMD scheduling, where lanes are dynamically assigned outstanding
loop iterations if there are any [19]. However, here, we simply describe how to
manage loops on SIMD lanes with enhanced explicit vectorization (the SIMD
loop is placed inside the while loop):

void foo(..){ void vfoo(..){// called in scalar context
while(<pred>) =⇒ while(continue_loop){// to be initialized appropriately
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<loop_body>..} continue_loop=false;
#pragma omp simd
for(int ii=0;ii<SIMD..;ii++){

<loop_body with vector replacement>
if(<pred(ii)>) continue_loop=true;}..}}

Manual vectorization with SIMD intrinsics and C++ SIMD classes: A very low-
level approach to writing SIMD code is using intrinsic functions. This approach
gives the programmer maximum control and flexibility without having to rely on
the compiler’s vectorization capabilities. On the downside, the code is hard to
write and not portable, as the intrinsics are specific to a certain SIMD extension
(e.g. SSE, AVX, AVX2).

A higher-level approach to manual vectorization is encapsulating intrinsics
in C++ classes and overloaded operators. The main abstraction is a vector type,
e. g., double_v, that offers operators for element-wise operations. Together with
a query-able vector width, this allows for portable SIMD code that is valid within
the C++ language. All conditional coding paths and potential remainder situ-
ations need to be handled through masking, potentially with multiple versions
of a function, or blocks of code, that check for an empty, a full or a mixed mask
to avoid unnecessary operations. This leads to a trade-off between performance
and redundant code. We use Vc [20] for our microbenchmarks, as it provides an
API with masking support and vector math-functions.

Masked math calls: We are aware only of the Intel compiler supporting condi-
tional math function calls through SVML. However, an explicit SVML interface
is missing. Instead unmasked calls need to be followed by a vector blend opera-
tion. For inactive SIMD lanes it is important to input values to these calls that
assure fast convergence without causing floating point exceptions. We observed
significant performance gains, when assigning, e. g., 1.0 to inactive SIMD lanes
before calling exp unconditionally.

Source-to-source code translation: The coding scheme and SIMD optimizations
presented in this section can be simply integrated into a source-to-source trans-
lator. As a proof-of-concept, we built a prototype of such a tool that allows auto-
matic SIMD code generation for our microbenchmarks (Sect. 5.1) using enhanced
explicit vectorization.

5 Microbenchmarks and Real-World Codes

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SIMD coding schemes, we use
a combination of microbenchmarks and real-world kernels. The performance has
been evaluated for: (1) auto-vectorized reference, (2) explicit vectorization, (3)
enhanced explicit vectorization, (4) SIMD intrinsics, and (5) Vc (C++ SIMD
class) library.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

Our microbenchmarks are minimal, directed tests that represent common pat-
terns in real-world codes: (a) simple math function call, (b) conditional math
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function call, (c) conditional return, (d) nested branching with math func-
tion calls inside the branches, and (e) loop on SIMD lanes with varying trip
count. Besides the reference implementations, we provide versions using OpenMP
4.x SIMD functions, the enhanced explicit vectorization scheme, SIMD intrin-
sics, and C++ SIMD class vectorization. Additionally, our implementations use
OpenMP threading to run multiple instances of the benchmark concurrently. All
versions can be found online [21].

Benchmarking setup: All microbenchmarks have been executed on an Intel Xeon
E5-2680v3 CPU (Haswell),1 an Intel Xeon Phi 7120P (KNC) coprocessor, and
an Intel Xeon Phi 7210 (KNL) processor.

a) simple(x1,x2,y){
y=<mathcall(x1+x2)>;}

b) conditional_math\
_call(x1,x2,y){
if(<pred(x1,x2)>)

y=<mathcall(x1+x2)>;
else

y=1.0;}

c) conditional\
_return(x1,x2,y){
if(<pred(x1,x2)>)

return;
y=<mathcall(x1+x2)>;}

d) nested\
_branching(x1,x2,y){
if(<pred_1(x1,x2)>){

if(<pred_2(x1,x2)>)
y=<mathcall_1(x1)>;

else
y=<mathcall_1(x2)>;

}else{
if(<pred_2(x1,x2)>)

y=<mathcall_2(x1)>;
else

y=<mathcall_2(x2)>;
}}

e) while_loop(x1,x2,y){
y=0.0;
while(y<YMAX)

y+=<mathcall(x1,x2)>;
}

For all benchmarks we use arrays of 8192 double-
precision random numbers chosen uniformly over
[−1.0,+1.0]—in all cases we use exactly the same
random numbers. With x1, x2, and y as input and
output for the kernels, respectively, this results in
192 KiB data per kernel instance, which on both
CPU and KNC/KNL fits into the per-core data
cache. That allows us to focus on core perfor-
mance, rather than diluting vectorization effective-
ness results with caching effects. All kernels are
called conditionally to reflect a realistic calling
context as found in applications, which prevents
compiler optimizations on fully occupied masks.
The number of OpenMP threads, and hence kernel
instances, used for benchmarking has been chosen
to use all cores in the package: 12 on Haswell, 120
on KNC (due to 2-cycle decode), and 64 on KNL.
Each benchmark setup has been executed 10 times
for statistics, where the first 4 runs were skipped
(warmup). For all runs, we found the maximum
absolute relative error across all array elements to
be less than 10−14 off compared to the scalar ref-
erence, showing the correctness of our implementa-
tions. Execution times for all five microbenchmarks
calling exp within their function bodies are illus-
trated in Fig. 2. We only show results for selected
runs, where simdlen=x with x=8 on Haswell and
x=16 in KNC and KNL, respectively. All benchmark
results is available online.
On the Haswell platform, explicit vectorization gives acceptable performance
only with the Intel compiler. GNU achieves only little success and none for Clang.
Clang works only with the C++ SIMD classes and has no equivalent of libmvec
or SVML, while Vc implements its own SIMD math functions. Using enhanced
1 For CPU benchmarks, the core clock frequency has been set to 1.9 GHz (AVX base

frequency) to avoid comparing vector runs against scalar runs with overclocked cores.
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explicit vectorization, the performance gets close to SIMD intrinsics with both
the Intel and GNU compiler. In some cases it is superior to intrinsics. Even
though Clang benefits from enhanced explicit vectorization, it cannot compete
with GNU and Intel. On KNC, enhanced explicit vectorization is on a par with
explicit vectorization and SIMD intrinsics. On KNL, it ranges between the two.

Except for the while loop kernel, SIMD execution gives speedups between 2x
and 4x on Haswell, and up to 2.5x on KNC and KNL. It is somehow surprising
that the effect of vectorization is more visible on Haswell than on KNC and KNL.
We found that using simdlen=8 on Haswell results in a major performance gain
over using simdlen=4, as is the native SIMD width on that platform when 64-bit
words are processed. On KNC/KNL, however, going from simdlen=8 to 16 gives
only a slight performance increase. For the while loop kernel the performance
gain due to SIMD execution is notable on Haswell only when enhanced explicit
vectorization is used together with the Intel compiler, on KNC in all cases except
Vc, and on KNL only with intrinsics.

We further found that while Intel successfully vectorized all kernels, it is not
able to vectorize through the Vc’s C++ SIMD class abstraction layers. With the
GNU and Clang compiler, we did not observe this behavior, but found Vc be a
bit slower than manual vectorization with intrinsics.

5.2 Real-World Codes

In this subsection, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the enhanced explicit
vectorization scheme when used within two real-world applications, VASP and
MOM5/ERGOM. Both of these are Fortran codes, where SIMD can only be
introduced via high-level programming—SIMD intrinsics and C++ SIMD classes
are not directly accessible. Moreover, the community tends to avoid mixing For-
tran and C/C++.

VASP 5 [22,23] is a well-known program for atomic scale materials model-
ing, e. g., electronic structure calculations and quantum-mechanical molecular
dynamics from first principles. One of the computational hotspots is the calcu-
lation of electronic properties on a grid by means of a hybrid DFT functional.
SIMD vectorization over the grid points includes a calling tree with subroutines
which themselves contain a combination of nested branching together with con-
ditional function calls and loops with low trip counts. Vectorization of the grid
loop hence means vectorization along the calling tree, which requires the SIMD
function feature. The integration of enhanced explicit vectorization mainly con-
sisted of a simple scalar-vector replacement of variables that serve as input and
output parameters of the relevant functions. Loops within these functions have
been annotated with the novector directive, to deactivate compiler vectoriza-
tion as the execution already happens in the SIMD context. Local arrays within
the function bodies have been expanded to two-dimensional arrays as described
in Sect. 5.1. As a result of these adaptions, we have the SIMD vector code at
hand, which is beneficial for code debugging—this is not the case with explicit
vectorization. In fact, we used the enhanced explicit vectorization code to trace
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Fig. 2. Runtimes of the five microbenchmarks for different SIMD coding strategies
using the GNU, Clang, and Intel compiler on Haswell, and Intel Xeon Phi KNC and
KNL. The per-thread work-load is the same for each architecture. Vc on KNL uses
AVX2, as AVX512 is not implemented yet.

(and eventually fix) faulty program outputs of the initial code base with explicit
vectorization to an incorrect expansion of local array definitions.

MOM [24] (Modular Ocean Model) is a program to perform numerical ocean
simulations that is utilized for research and operations from the coasts to the
globe. With ERGOM (Ecological Regional Ocean Model), MOM is extended by
a bio-geochemical model that incorporates the nitrogen and phosphorus cycle.
Within the ERGOM module, this cycle is modeled by numerical integration of a
rate equation using an Euler integrator. The latter is at the core of a loop over
grid points (hotspot), and happens to converge differently from one grid point
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to another, potentially causing imbalances among the SIMD lanes. Vectorization
of the Euler integration scheme means to vectorize along a “while loop” which
is inside the SIMD loop over grid points.

Unlike the microbenchmarks, VASP and MOM5/ERGOM kernels are much
more complex and exhibit a combination of the different patterns described in
this paper. For VASP, we found that performance with explicit vectorization
using the OpenMP 4.x SIMD declare construct was inhibited by local array
definitions within any of the core routines along the calling tree. We achieved
better performance with the enhanced explicit vectorization scheme already in
the first instance. For MOM5/ERGOM we achieved success with the enhanced
explicit vectorization scheme only. With explicit vectorization we observed faulty
simulation outputs. Due to the complexity of the hotspot code section—several
hundreds of lines of code within the SIMD context—we were not able to figure
out the origin of the faulty outputs.

Performance gains for the hotspot sections (not program performance gain) in
VASP and MOM5 are summarized in Table 2. The values show that the enhanced
explicit vectorization scheme is an effective high-level approach to gaining SIMD
performance.

Table 2. Performance gain in VASP 5 and MOM5/ERGOM within hotspot sections.

Reference Explicit Enhanced explicit Intrinsics

VASP 5 (Intel 15.0.3, AVX2) 1.0x 1.6x 2.0x 1.9x

VASP 5 (Intel 15.0.3, KNC) 1.0x 1.5x 4.7x 5.7x

MOM5/ERGOM (Intel 15.0.3, AVX2) 1.0x faulty 1.5x N/A

6 Summary

We investigated the vectorization capabilities of current compilers that support
OpenMP 4.x: GNU, Clang, and Intel. We focused on SIMD functions, because
called library functions that are not inlinable are common and they account for
a significant fraction of execution time. For a set of microbenchmarks imple-
menting code patterns usually present in scientific codes, we found that only the
Intel compiler is able to generate effective vector versions of scalar function defi-
nitions, even in case of irregularities within the calling context and the functions
themselves, e. g., branching or loops with dynamic trip counts. As an alternative
to OpenMP 4.x SIMD functions, we propose a vector coding scheme, “enhanced
explicit vectorization,” that relies on explicit vector data types together with
OpenMP 4.x SIMD loop vectorization to process the vectors. Using this coding
scheme, both the GNU and the Intel compiler can close up to or even exceed the
performance with manual vector coding using SIMD intrinsics or C++ SIMD
classes like Vc. Also the Clang compiler benefits from enhanced explicit vector-
ization, since it lacks the OpenMP SIMD function feature, but stays behind GNU
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and Intel, because of missing vector math functions. We showed the effective-
ness of our approach for the microbenchmarks, and its portability across com-
pilers. We also showed benchmarking results for two real-world codes, VASP
and MOM5/ERGOM, where we successfully integrated the enhanced explicit
vectorization scheme. We think that despite various findings and issues which
occurred during our analysis, OpenMP 4.x provides a sound base for compiler
and language independent SIMD vectorization. Combining it with our enhanced
explicit vectorization scheme allows more control over compiler vectorization.
We expect future compiler versions to improve support of OpenMP 4.x further.
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